Bush ticket distribution stirs controversy

Wrong info on distribution time leads to problems

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN
Senior Staff Reporter

Incorrect information on the distribution of tickets to today’s lecture by Vice President George Bush has resulted in controversy around the campus.

Fliers were distributed by the Office of Student Activities on Friday, said Director of Student Activities Joseph Cassidy. The fliers said in part: “student tickets available Monday at noon at the LaFortune information desk.” The information desk normally opens at noon, said Cassidy.

Starting at 8 a.m., however, 900 student tickets were distributed from the information desk in the LaFortune Student Center.

Many students registered as Republicans with Notre DameSaint Mary’s College Republicans were notified by phone that distribution would be taking place at 8 a.m. Several student organizations, including Students for Dukakis/Bentsen and student government, did not find out the actual distribution time until late Sunday afternoon.

“Student Activities took it as if it were known as normal,” said Richard Conklin, director of public relations and information.

Conklin said the University and the Bush campaign advance team had agreed “from the beginning” that ticket distribution should be as early as possible.

Student leaders react to ticket distribution

By SARA MARLEY
Senior Staff Reporter

The confusion surrounding Monday’s distribution of tickets for Vice President George Bush’s lecture today has student leaders irate.

Leaders of campus organizations representing both parties were displeased that the original time of distribution announced last Friday by Office of Student Activities fliers was incorrect and that a lack of communication existed in correcting the error.

See Senate Reaction, p.3

Candidate Ward visits Psych class

By CHRIS MURPHY
Staff Reporter

Third Congressional District candidate Tom Ward made a surprise visit to Prof. Daniel Lapely’s psychology class on Monday.

Ward, a 1970 graduate of Notre Dame, emphasized his personal philosophy that “what you give is what you get.”

Ward said he would encourage students to face decisions to find a way to give something. In that way, you’ll get a lot back,” Ward said.

Ward went on to address the personal political activities and his race against 3rd District incumbent Congressman John Hiler.

Ward, who lost by just 47 votes to Hiler in the fall of 1986, said that it’s time for change in the nation’s economic policy.

“I feel like I’m in an auto driving 90 miles per hour in the dark with no headlights on and there’s a cliff somewhere out there,” Ward said about the last eight years of Republican economic policy.

Ward added his support for the Human Life Amendment and said that the United States needs to build proper “economic support structures because children need quality of life,” said Ward.

“Too many women have abortions because they can’t afford children, said Ward.

Ward concluded by saying that much of what students learn at Notre Dame coincides with the political world. “It takes involvement and giving of self. Take that specialist at Notre Dame and keep that spirit alive by sharing it,” Ward said.

Other ways to see Bush lecture announced

Seating will begin at 1:30 p.m. and ends at 2 p.m.

Rangers and signs will not be permitted in Stepan, said Director of Public Relations and Information Richard Conklin. “What people do inside is fine,” said Conklin.

“This has been standard procedure with all debates,” he added. “We did the same thing with Ford, with Carter, with Reagan, with Mondale and all the other political figures on campus.”

Conklin said that banners shown in the background of local news broadcasts from Stepan yesterday would be removed by today’s debate.

The lecture by Bush is sponsored by the White Center on Law and Government. The Center provides a focal point for public law research in the Notre Dame Law School.
IN BRIEF

Father Theodore Hesburgh, University President Emeritus, will receive a special award for a lifetime contribution to health and higher education. Hesburgh will be one of the recipients of the Charles A. Dana Award for Pioneering Achievements in Health and Higher Education at a dinner ceremony in New York on Wednesday, Nov. 2. NBC News Anchor Tom Brokaw will give the keynote address at the awards ceremony. Hesburgh, Notre Dame's president from 1963 to 1987, held 14 presidential appointments involving him in numerous issues such as civil rights and peaceful uses of atomic energy. In 1987, he helped found the University's Institute for International Peace Studies. -The Observer

The United Way of St. Joseph County has entered the final month of its 1988 campaign and has reached 58 percent of its $3,405,000 goal, according to Campaign Chairman Father William Beamish. Nearly $2 million has been raised for the campaign which ends on Nov. 30. William Hickey, president of Saint Mary's College and chairman of United Way's education and government unit, was awarded the Campaign Achievement Award for the second year in a row.

Anthony Trozzolo, thinking professor of chemistry at the University of Notre Dame, has been elected to the board of trustees of the Gordon Research Conferences. Trozzolo founded and chaired the Gordon Research Conference on Organic Photochemistry in 1964. -The Observer

James Carberry, professor of chemical engineering at the University of Notre Dame, has been named the first recipient of the Autoclave Engineers Novel Reactor Award. The award recognizes outstanding contributions in the area of novel laboratory reactor concepts, design and their elevation to reality. -The Observer

James Carberry, professor of chemical engineering at the University of Notre Dame, has been named the first recipient of the Autoclave Engineers Novel Reactor Award. The award recognizes outstanding contributions in the area of novel laboratory reactor concepts, design and their elevation to reality. -The Observer

OF INTEREST

The Bush speech this afternoon will be broadcast on closed-circuit television at the Center for Continuing Education this afternoon at 5 p.m. today, and seating is on a first-come, first-serve basis. Seating is available for 300 students. -The Observer

ND Professional Society is sponsoring a discussion with Dr. R. Wolosin, psychologist, concerning problems facing the fraternities, sororities, residents, and family practitioners in Room 123 Nieuwland Science Hall at 7 p.m. tonight. -The Observer

Grace Hall Debates continue at 9 p.m. tonight in the Pit of Grace Hall. The issue: "Racism is as much of a problem today as it was 30 years ago." -The Observer

300 Rice student tickets are needed to allow mentally handicapped adults from the LaPorte County Sheltered Workshop and Logan Center to attend the Nov. 5 game. Students can drop off donated tickets in the dining halls or at the Center for Social Concerns until Saturday. -The Observer

Humanitas, the journal of the College of Arts and Letters, is accepting material on the Third floor of LaFortune until Nov. 4. -The Observer

St. Edward's Hall Players will hold auditions for Agatha Christie's "Ten Little Indians" in St. Ed's first floor lounge on Wednesday at 4 p.m. and Thursday at 7 p.m. Call Duane at 283-1661 or Lowell at 283-1899 for scripts or more information. -The Observer

Observer Of Interests and other public service announcements may be submitted at The Observer main office on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center until 1 p.m. prior to the date of publication. Of Interest announcements, campus-wide events of general interest, lecture announcements, on-campus and off-campus events of general interest. The Observer reserves the right to edit all submitted materials and determine if and where announcements will be published. -The Observer

Notre Dame men do their laundry in their own way

Dear Michelle Dall,

This is in response to your Oct. 6, 1988, Inside Column titled "Cleaning up your act is a dirty business."

I must agree with several of your statements. The sight of men washing clothes is certainly pitiful. Many of our sex do resort to plays such as calling up random girls to help us, and making such a mess in the laundry room that any female with a sense of compassion feels compelled to lend a hand.

However, the vast majority of the male sex labors through the laundry experience, doing their own laundry in their own way.

First, you must realize that the clothes you see as a girl are not the same ones I see as a guy. You see a pink blouse made of 100 percent cotton, something which would look good with that new sweater your Aunt Jill got you for Christmas last year. I see a pink shirt. Period. And it's probably dirty.

As I'm sure you've noticed, the average Notre Dame male couldn't match a shirt to a sweater if his life depended on it. Shirts are simply intended to be worn. Ideally the shirt is clean - or at least not bloody.

This leads to our attitude regarding cleaning this hypothetical pink shirt. If it doesn't need to match, what's a little extra bleach matter? Logically, white means clean, therefore the more bleach the better, right? Remember, while equals clean.

Second, it is a well-known and scientifically-proven fact that girls are born with an innate knowledge of what color to sort in what temperature water (I think I learned that in Honors Biology; I got a B+).

This is the only logical explanation for how girls know that that dirty pink shirt belongs in color water. As you admitted in your column, girls don't do laundry at home either; that's what moms are for. Therefore, since they couldn't have learned it at home, a genetic explanation is the only answer.

This goes to prove a third point: some girl in Neanderthal times (or whenever they invented the washing machine) decided that clothes should be washed by color. Certainly no guy ever decided this. It would be much more logical to sort on another principle. Many guys, in a rebellion against the status quo, decide to sort based on size, fuzziness, or location on the body. I give my full support to these courageous freedom fighters.

Another problem an average Notre Dame male has with his entire laundry process (or should I say laundriers?) is the veritable plethora of detergents, fabric softeners, bleaches, starches, little-blue-sheets-that-smell, and the dozens of other items necessary to make that pink shirt pink.

All I want to ask is: WHY?

Again, I find myself in the unfortunate position of blaming this on that very same Neanderthal woman. This was just a play on her part to confuse the many generations of men to follow who would find themselves stuck in the basement of Badin with fourteen boxes of powder, of which they can use precisely one: All Temperature Cheer (Not the operative phrase: "All Temperature." How can you go wrong?).

Thank you for mankind (and I don't mean womankind), the Fab Detergent Co. has created the greatest invention of all time. Better than the automobile, better than the computer, better even than the wheel: the "Fab One Shot.

Imagine, detergent and fabric softener in one! What a concept!

Now, if they only could master the concept of colors and darks in one...
American hostage claims
U.S. blocked his release

Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon - American hostage Terry Anderson, in a videotape released Monday by his kidnappers, read a statement that accused the Reagan administration of blocking his release and urged the next president to do more.

President Reagan denied interfering with efforts to free Anderson, and his chief spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, denounced the tape as "a cynical attempt" to influence the Nov. 8 election.

Copies of the 2-minute, 35-second tape were delivered to two Western news agencies in Beirut four days after Anderson, 41, marked his fourth birthday in captivity.

Statements from the pro-Iranian Islamic Jihad, which holds Anderson, accompanied the tapes.

"On the occasion of Terry Anderson's birthday and in response to your letters, and according to his desire to send you a recorded message, we hereby enclose with this statement the recorded message on videotape," the kidnappers said.

Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated Press, began the message by identifying himself and saying the date was Oct. 30.

"Once again I'm being given a chance to speak to my family, to my friends and to the American people," he said.

Anderson said his spirits were boosted by the birthday greetings he received, "But as my fourth birthday in captivity passes and as the end of my fourth year (in captivity) approaches, I find it difficult to keep my hopes and my courage high.

"I've been very close to being released several times over the past two years. But each time it seems that the U.S. government uses its influence to stop any agreement from being made. And I don't understand this.

In Los Angeles, Reagan told reporters his administration had done everything possible to win the hostages' freedom. "I don't think that was Terry speaking," he said. "I think he had a script that was given to him.

When asked about the statement on the tape that the U.S. government interfered when the hostages were about to be released, Reagan said, "That is absolutely not true, but let me point something out. Terry Anderson is in that terrible confinement at the hands of those barbarians -- any information he has has to have come from there; there is no contact with the outside world."

"We have been doing everything we can for the release of the hostages," the president said.

GTE Academic All-Americans®

They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their outstanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic All-Americans, selected by the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achievers in the game as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 26-year-old program and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic All-American achievements.

Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans®

Dan Peltier
University of Notre Dame • Third Team Baseball • Accounting Major • 3.50 GPA • Sophomore • Hometown: Clifton Park, NY •

Tom Mick
University of Notre Dame • Third Team At-Large—Track • Pre-Medicine Major • 3.69 GPA • Senior • Hometown: Dayton, OH •

Students of the game
There is a grim reality of college life that you may or may not be acquainted with. Typing.
No, make that hours of typing. Precisely why you should consider a Macintosh computer.
With programs like WriteNow and Microsoft Word, you can compose, edit, move paragraphs, and change type sizes and styles with one finger. Which can come in very handy. (Especially if that's the way you type.) And that's just one example of how Macintosh helps students work smarter, quicker and more creatively.
The good news is, with Macintosh you don't have to know anything about computers to use one.
The better news is, you don't have to know anything about white out, either.

Apple The power to be your best.

Computer Center
Room 25 Math Building
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Dear Dad,
School is great. Although a little more money would make it even better.

Macintosh Plus

©1987 Apple Computer Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. WriteNow is a registered trademark of Xerox.
Ward visits class

Tuesday, November 1, 1988

Tom Ward, candidate for Indiana's 3rd District Congressional seat, speaks to students in Prof. Dan Lapsley's Child Development class yesterday. Related story on page 1.

MBA Mini-Forum to be held today in the CCE

By KELLEY TUTHILL

Staff Reporter

The annual "MBA Mini-Forum" will be held today in the lower level of the Center for Continuing Education from noon until 4 p.m.

"The purpose of the Forum is to bring together as many top MBA programs from across the country in one setting," said Jeff Rice, Assistant Director of Career and Placement Services, which sponsors the event.

Rice said that representatives from thirty-four schools will be present, many from admissions offices. The University of Chicago, Wake Forest, Penn State, University of Virginia, University of Southern California, University of Texas at Austin, and Michigan State are among the prestigious programs that will have information available to students, said Rice.

The table representatives will answer questions and distribute information particular to graduate programs, said Rice. "No interviews or appointments will take place. Instead students can stay as long as they wish to gather information." Representatives from the MBA program at Notre Dame will also be present and available to talk with interested students, said Rice. He said that this was particularly beneficial to students that are unable to get individual appointments.

Students of all majors are encouraged to attend because "all types of majors enter MBA programs, not just business majors," according to Rice.

"All classes should come to the Forum so that students can begin to accumulate information and make more informed choices about their future," said Rice.

A benefit of this Forum is "to help students understand the real purpose of an MBA and what it can do for them career-wise," said Rice.

Rice said that students are also able to make contacts at the schools for the future. "The representatives are very personable and students are usually able to call and ask for the person by name at a later date."

In the past the average attendance has been 250 to 300 students, said Rice. "I feel good about the program because no where else in four hours will you have such an array of information available," said Rice.

Labor, Likud battle in Israeli election

Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israel's vote Tuesday in an election tied to 11 months of violence that has cost the lives of more than 300 Palestinians and 10 Jews, including a rabbi's daughter and her three children killed in a weekend attack.

The attack on a bus that killed 27-year-old schoolteacher Rachel Weiss and her children was expected to boost the chances of Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir of the conservative Likud bloc, who advocates tougher measures against the Arab uprising in the occupied lands.

"There's no question it will help Likud," said Daniel Elazar, a political analyst of the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs. "For most voters, this will only reconfirm their beliefs, but for those voters sitting on the fence something like this could push them off to the right."

Zevi Eitan, a political analyst at Tel Aviv University's Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies, said: "in this election, that could be the difference between a Likud victory by one party or a tie."

Polls taken before the attack and published Monday in the newspapers nearly either gave Likud the edge or indicated a dead heat similar to the one that forced Likud and the center-left Labor Party into a "national unity" coalition in 1984.

Four different polls indicated Labor, led by Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, and its left-wing partners would win 55-55 of the Knesset's 120 seats, with Likud and its allies getting 56-56.
300 Rice student tickets are needed for mentally disabled

By CINDY PETRITES
News Staff

Students representing the Logan Center Council for the Retarded and the LaPorte County Sheltered Workshop have joined forces to allow developmentally disabled children and adults to attend the Rice football game this weekend.

To raise their goal of 300 student tickets, the students have launched an ad campaign and are manning booths in the dining halls to make students aware of their efforts and motivate them to contribute.

"It's something the kids really look forward to," said senior Karen Maier, co-leader of the Logan Center Council for the Retarded. The Council, composed of Notre Dame and St. Mary's students who organize weekly activities with the retarded community of South Bend has been collecting student tickets for the last few years to allow Logan Center clients the chance to attend one Notre Dame home football game a year.

"It's almost a tradition now," said Maier, noting their success in past years.

This is the first year they have joined forces with the LaPorte County Sheltered Workshop representatives in a unified appeal to the Notre Dame student population.

"It's a chance to do something for the less fortunate, to give someone else the time of their lives. It's an easy sacrifice to make, and it has to make you feel good," said Sue Cunningham, Special Projects Coordinator for the CSC and representative for the LaPorte County Sheltered Workshop.

The last time developmentally disabled clients at the Michigan City-located workshop attended a Notre Dame football game was the ND vs. Air Force game two years ago.

"It was a big event in their lives. You should have seen them, coming off the busses with the biggest smiles, clutching their lunchbags."

That year 70 developmentally disabled adults made the hour-long bus trek from Michigan City to cheer Notre Dame on to a 31-3 victory over the Air Force Falcons.

Maier hopes the campaign will enjoy even greater success this year thanks to the new system of issuing individual tickets instead of ticket books. In past years ticket-donating students had to rely on the Council to return their ticket books after the game. The new system makes contributing their tickets risk-free for the students and much less hassle for the collectors.

Rice isn't the biggest game for many students. But, said Maier, of these individuals who make it a point to sing the Notre Dame fight song every Saturday, "it is to them."
Parking Lot Break-ins

- 6:12 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her car from Green Field sometime between 5 p.m. and 6:10 a.m. on 10/28.
- 9 a.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for traveling 43 mph in a 30 mph zone. Her loss is estimated at $40.00.
- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 9:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for a traffic violation.

Vandalism

- 2:30 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 4:30 a.m. A men's restroom by Gym 1 was vandalized without proper authorization. Her loss is estimated at $250.00.
- 12:19 a.m. A man's restroom by Gym 1 was vandalized without proper authorization.

Larcenies to student vehicles parked in the D-1, D-2 and St. Joseph Lots.

- The vandalism occurred sometime between 4:45 and 5:34 a.m.
- 6:13 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 5:00 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. A Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for traveling 43 mph in a 30 mph zone. Her loss is estimated at $40.00.
- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 9:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
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- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 5:00 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for a traffic violation.
- 6:12 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her car from Green Field sometime between 5 p.m. and 6:10 a.m. on 10/28.
- 9 a.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for traveling 43 mph in a 30 mph zone. Her loss is estimated at $40.00.
- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 5:00 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for a traffic violation.
- 6:12 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her car from Green Field sometime between 5 p.m. and 6:10 a.m. on 10/28.
- 9 a.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for traveling 43 mph in a 30 mph zone. Her loss is estimated at $40.00.
- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 5:00 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for a traffic violation.
- 6:12 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her car from Green Field sometime between 5 p.m. and 6:10 a.m. on 10/28.
- 9 a.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for traveling 43 mph in a 30 mph zone. Her loss is estimated at $40.00.
- 11:03 a.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her books from the Law School Library sometime between 5:00 a.m. and 6:10 a.m. Her loss is estimated at $500.00.
- 9 p.m. Notre Dame Police cited a South Bend resident for a traffic violation.
- 6:12 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her car from Green Field sometime between 5 p.m. and 6:10 a.m. on 10/28.
Vote for Bush and Hiler

The 1988 presidential campaign has mercifully entered its final week, with voters feeling disappointed. Neither George Bush nor Michael Dukakis has emerged as a strong choice. The voters have been forced to select the marginally better candidate, and for this reason The Observer endorses George Bush.

The primary issue of this campaign has been the economy. One cannot doubt that the Reagan administration has enjoyed a certain degree of economic success. His policies have increased aggregate output, lowered unemployment, and tamed inflation. These same policies have left much to be desired, however—large budget and merchandise trade deficits, a worsening income distribution and a decline of U.S. economic power worldwide. Bush can claim partial credit for the successes, but if he wins he must address the failures.

Bush can also claim partial credit for the successes of the Reagan administration's "peace through strength" stance. U.S. Soviet relations have improved lately with the signing of the INF Treaty, for example. Bush seems ready not to revert to Cold War rhetoric.

Two of Bush's weakest policy positions are in Central America and defense spending. The Reagan administration's current support of the Contras in Nicaragua has accomplished nothing yet has cost taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars. A new approach to the region's problems is desperately needed.

The recent defense spending scandal signals the need for tighter fiscal responsibility in the largest budget category. A critical look at the need for feasibility of specific weapons programs is in order. Cutting waste from the defense department does not weaken our nation's defense.

Although George Bush is not the most qualified candidate in the country, he is the most qualified of this year's choices.

The Observer endorses incumbent John Hiler (R) for the 3rd District Congressional seat. Hiler has been competent in representing the people of this district for the past eight years and should continue in this capacity.

Success of either congressman can accommodate is based on respect among his peers in the House of Representatives. Currently in his fourth term as representative, Hiler has proven himself capable of serving his district's interests in the House with bipartisanship. Hiler also has proposed an innovative approach to curing the growing educationills of this country. His belief that a tuition tax credit program for parents who pay for private education is a positive step for those in the middle class and those students at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Hiler's willingness to support an open enrollment plan acknowledges both a crisis in the public school system and that competition among school systems can improve education.

Hiler has also shown clear support for recruiting foreign investors to bring industry and jobs to the 3rd district. Though his opponent shot down the issue at the student-sponsored debate last Thursday, Hiler recognized that this rustbelt area needs industry to provide jobs now.

For continued fair representation in third district of Indiana, exercise your right to vote. Exercise it for John Hiler.

-Darin Kestler

Dukakis vows to seek progressive change

So, you thought Ronald Reagan could not be president again? Think again. George Bush will make your worst Reagan fears come true—only worse. In November the American people have the chance to reverse the reactionary trends of the last eight years by electing Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen. If George Bush and J. Danforth Quayle are elected, the trends of the last eight years will not only continue but also get worse.

-Karl Kronenberger

Dukakis represents a trend catering to the rich and neglecting the poor in this country.

A Bush-Quayle victory would continue the Reagan-Bush trends of malignant neglect of America's working people. An estimated 12 million Americans lost jobs since 1981 as a result of plant closings and layoffs. For those laid off, there is only a 22 percent chance of finding another job. If you worked in the past five years, there is only a 38 percent chance of finding a job. The Reagan-Bush era, 84 percent of job growth has been in the lowest-paying areas. Bush is not on the side of the American workers. Every year since 1981 the Reagan-Bush administration has proposed cuts in already inadequate child care programs, forcing working parents to afford day care. Bush opposed recent legislation requiring at least 60 days notice of plant closings to workers. And the administration cut funds for employment and training programs by 40 percent since it entered office in 1979. While Bush recently flip-flopped on the minimum wage, the facts of his seven years in office are that the minimum wage has declined 31 percent in real value.

The Bush agenda and the Quayle record says NO to workers. They do not oppose all of the following: collective bargaining rights for workers, the textile and apparel trade act, unemployment compensation benefits legislation, strengthening safety laws, labor law reform. Hiler is opposed to sending 44 percent of the new jobs created in our economy during the 1980s pay less than $3,000 a year—33 percent less than a poverty level income for a family of four. Also, in the Reagan-Bush era, 84 percent of job growth has been in the two lowest-paying industries.

Bush is not on the side of the American workers. Every year since 1981 the Reagan-Bush administration has proposed cuts in already inadequate child care programs, forcing working parents to afford day care. Bush opposed recent legislation requiring at least 60 days notice of plant closings to workers. And the administration cut funds for employment and training programs by 40 percent since it entered office in 1979. While Bush recently flip-flopped on the minimum wage, the facts of his seven years in office are that the minimum wage has declined 31 percent in real value.

The Bush agenda and the Quayle record say NO to workers. They do not oppose all of the following: collective bargaining rights for workers, the textile and apparel trade act, unemployment compensation benefits legislation, strengthening safety laws, labor law reform. Hiler is opposed to sending 44 percent of the new jobs created in our economy during the 1980s pay less than $3,000 a year—33 percent less than a poverty level income for a family of four. Also, in the Reagan-Bush era, 84 percent of job growth has been in the two lowest-paying industries.
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The Bush agenda and the Quayle record say NO to workers. They do not oppose all of the following: collective bargaining rights for workers, the textile and apparel trade act, unemployment compensation benefits legislation, strengthening safety laws, labor law reform. Hiler is opposed to sending 44 percent of the new jobs created in our economy during the 1980s pay less than $3,000 a year—33 percent less than a poverty level income for a family of four. Also, in the Reagan-Bush era, 84 percent of job growth has been in the two lowest-paying industries.
Bush focuses on traditional family values

In the 1988 presidential campaign, the campaign has jumped to the forefront of the few issues the candidates have chosen to address. I grant that the candidates' motivation for landing on this issue may be mere opportunism, but the recognition that there is a problem with the American family is of great benefit to our nation.

Marty Schrier
guest column

The traditional family, the one that Bush says America, and one that is loving by the wayside. In the past, the family served as a source of social cohesion and values still in our children. However, the pandemic teenage drug abuse, violence, terrorism, and illiteracy points to a loss of values and direction in American youth.

This loss, which has been most prevalent in the past 25 years, has weakened the economic and social bases of our country.

Not so long ago, divorce, single parenthood and unwed mothers were exceptions to the norm. People today still think the government should do this or that to help the family.

The most humiliation of the marriages performed this year will end in divorce. The United States possessed the highest rate of divorce in the world.

Three-fifths of the children born this year will spend at least part of their childhood in a single-parent family.

One-fifth of all children born in the United States last year were born to unwed mothers; the figure for minorities is even higher.

These figures should be cause for alarm to anyone who cares about the future of our nation.

The lure of drugs and gangs in our nation's schools is stealing the education of the very people who need it the most: the lower classes.

The middle class is by no means immune to the problems brought about by the destruction of the family. With a large number of middle class families having two parents in the workforce, children are often left to be raised by friends, relatives, or daycare facilities. There is a definite loss of values and culture when children are able to learn from their parents for only an hour and a half per day. Our public schools and child care facilities cannot begin to compensate for this loss of parental care.

The 1988 presidential campaign has been deluged with images of the care and the future of our children. The American voter must determine which candidate is best able to help move the American family in the right direction. I feel that George Bush and the Republican Party are willing to make a firm and sincere commitment to bringing the family back from ruin.

While Ronald Reagan has brought economic prosperity, jobs, peace, and world respect, his attempts to restore the family have sadly failed.

Minorities have been largely ignored, and that is where the family has suffered the most. Under Secretary of Education William Bennett, the public schools have improved, but there remains much work to be done.

Unfortunately, the salaries of educators so that the best qualified individuals will be drawn to teaching.

Civil rights have always been a concern of George Bush. The Vice President's concern to nominate a Hispanic on the Cabinet may sound patronizing, but it exemplifies his genuine concern for minorities involved in the upper levels of government.

The Governor of Massachusetts is quick to point to his ethnic heritage, but his dealings with Rev. Jesse Jackson show that he does not really understand the needs of minorities.

George Bush's experience with drug prevention and his hard stance on crime will aid in purging two of the greatest plagues of our time, the drug and the nation.

The Governor of Massachusetts does not even have the support of the police force of Boston.

The traditional value system of the Republican Party brings hope that the Bush-Quayle ticket can direct the structure of the American family. The quality of the candidate each party nominated is exemplary of the different emphasis the two parties place on traditional family values.

George Bush's impending victory on Nov. 8 will serve to accomplish at least one vital task: reminding Americans that the family still does matter. We can only hope that, when George Bush assumes the presidency in January, the Democratic Congress will go along with his initiatives to help rebuild the American family.

Garry Trudeau

The Governor of Massachusetts is quick to point out his ethnic heritage, but his dealings with Rev. Jesse Jackson show that he does not really understand the needs of minorities.
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George Bush has outlined programs intended to curb the trends which are causing the destruction of the family. A "toddler" tax credit program has been proposed that will aid poor mothers in finding proper child care to help the development of their children. George Bush will strongly encourage states to promote child care programs that will allow teenage mothers to continue their education by remaining in school, thus allowing them the opportunity for a better life. George Bush will remove disincentives to grandparents caring for their grandchildren in response to the earnings limitations for social security recipients.
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"Drunkenness is temporary suicide: the happiness that it brings is merely negative, a momentary cessation of unhappiness."

Bertrand Russell

| Quote of the Day |

"Drunkenness is temporary suicide: the happiness that it brings is merely negative, a momentary cessation of unhappiness."
Britain Through the Nag’s Head

The usual Sunday lunchtime ritual of walking down the road to the pub is tinged with extra excitement today. The regulars of the Nag’s Head pub in Sunningdale drift into the pub in twos and threes, each bearing the fruits of several months of hard work and special care. The first round of drinks is ordered, and the hot tip for the 2.35 horserace at Kempton Park. I discovered the charms of having a local pub through Sunningdale’s Nag’s Head. I was drawn into the open friendliness, and soon found myself rushing through the rituals of the week, anxiously awaiting my Sunday lunch in the place that I had dubbed the most hospitable in England.

Physically, it would never win any “House Beautiful” awards, but to me it would lose one of its atmosphere if Jean and Albert, the proprietors, ever found time and inclination to fix the paper on the ceiling, parts of which are held in place with strips of celotape, or to give the nicotine stained walls a fresh coat of paint in their original shade of off-white. After my first few visits, the faded, plush upholstery on the chair that I had dubbed the most hospitable in England, appears worn, and simply the biggest haze of sweat on the windshield was the size of a movie screen, and we didn’t miss a single movie ever. The first round of drinks is ordered, and the time ritual of walking into the pub until next year.

London’s Driving Me Crazy!

LAURA STANTON

Either I was in a very bad 2D film or in a runaway car out of Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride in Disney World. As I clutched the bar in front of me on the coach that whisked us from the airport to our lodgings in London, the blood drained from my increasingly white knuckles. It became apparent that our stay in London would be even more breathtaking than we ever imagined.

Calvin and Hobbes

...while there is so much to see, the problems of the world are reduced to nothing else, this elevated experience through these weekly rituals of the week, anxiously awaiting my Sunday lunch in the place that I had dubbed the most hospitable in England.

The England portrayed through the glossy picture postcards of the Changing of the Guard and the whispering rumours about the stability of the Prince and Princess of Wales’ marriage has little in common with the one I experience through these weekly excursions. Both are reflections of England’s past and present, yet it is through these people that I feel I am truly experiencing what it means to be a “Brill.”

Headaches of the past week pale into insignificance in the company of the regulars as we exchange the customary banter. For the time being, I could want nothing more from life than my pint of draft as I lean back in my favourite seat, listening with half an ear to the talk of this week’s special at the fishmonger’s on one side of me and a heated debate over the Racing Post on the other.

To top it all off, after two straight years of embarrassments, my family has finally succeeded in winning the unique distinction of calling ourselves the champion onion growers of Sunningdale.
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NOTICES
Typer Available
Name: Tom Johnson Phone: 920-4788

WANTED

LOST/FOUND
Lost or found?

FOUNDED
+ LOST A VASTAN CASA in BROWN LEATHER PURSE. WARNING: if you find it, please call me. x3885.

FOUND

NEED PENN GA'S & 1 RICE STUD. X-TRA! I WILL PAY TOP $$$. CALL 271-0904

PENN STATE TIX WANTED.
CALL 234-1048...jen.

LATE SATURDAY NIGHT: WHO ARE YOU?...Pat, what are you doing?

WANTED

NEED USC TIX 277-4271

TOP TEN QUOTES FROM THE JR. SENIOR X-MAS FORMAL

1. "I need many Penn St. GA's! Call Pat # 1806.
2. "Hello, am I going crazy, or is it just my BROWN LEATHER PURSE. WARNING: if you find it, please call me. x3885.
3. "Is anybody going to Dayton this weekend? I need a ride."
4. "Rita Patterson is my new crush."
5. "Save your cans!
6. "Pat, what are you doing?"
7. "Beat the coke machine to the punch."
8. "The Heller from Howard."
9. "Chris Carroll." 10. "I'm going to be a lawyer." I wrote you a poem—*Ode to a Stranger.*" Give me a call at SMC-432-6884.

Classifieds
Women's C.C. places second in MCC meet

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's cross country team finished second at the Midwestern Col- легiate Conference Championships, losing out on first place by only two points.

“Dayton has played a lot of good Division I teams,” said Schmidt. “In our first year, we lack that experience against top talent. We are definitely going to upgrade our schedule next year. We’ve learned a lot.”

Against Xavier, Notre Dame played a more evenly matched game, but was unable to pull off a victory.

“I thought we should have won,” said Schmidt.

Xavier scored early in the match, but K.T. Sullivan, Kelly Hanratty and Debbie Ho as bright sparks in the otherwise unremarkable tournament.

“When we played better in the second half against Xavier,” he said. “But we were still tentative after Dayton. We started to play our type of game. It was just a case of missed opportunities.”

Schmidt cited the play of K.T. Sullivan, Kelly Hanratty and Debbie Ho as bright sparks in the otherwise unremarkable tournament.

“It was a valuable experience and it will show up for us down the road,” he said.

Notre Dame will take its 13-5-1 record to Michigan State on Friday to play the final game of its first varsity season.

“Three weeks ago, Michigan State was ranked in the top 20,” said Schmidt. “How well we do all depends on our state of mind.”

There was some controversy at the beginning of the race. During the first 100 meters, there was a pile-up, and three Notre Dame runners fell. The officials didn’t call the start back.

“That really hurt us,” said Coach Connolly. “Linda Filar and Terese Lemanski were two of the runners who fell and they might have done better. I think that Linda could have been in the top five.”

Connolly was happy with the performances of the first five runners for the Irish, which he offered as a positive aspect of the disappointing second place finish.
By BRIAN O'GARA  
Sports Writer  

Pat Terrell has worn many hats during his football career. A quarterback and receiver in high school, Terrell has jumped from one side of scrimmage to the other three times since arriving at Notre Dame. A receiver-turned-defensive back-turned-receiver again, the 6-0 junior was switched to the secondary once again last spring and has found his niche, earning a starting spot at free safety in the last four games. "I was a little hesitant about making another change this late in my career," said Terrell. "But coaches really can see talent where its best, and I guess if I hadn't made that change from quarterback to receiver in high school I would never be here.

"Coach Holtz told me we needed help in the secondary as far as depth is concerned," continued Terrell, "and I'm a team-oriented person so I was ready to do that."

Terrell was ready, too, when Miami's Steve Walsh threw the ball his way on Oct. 15. In his second defensive start, Terrell intercepted a second-quarter pass and returned it 60 yards for a touchdown, then knocked away Walsh's conversion pass in the game's waning moments to seal an Irish 31-30 upset.

"I was fortunate to have a great game," said Terrell, "but now you just have to put that out of your mind. It was a big confidence-builder for me. I felt comfortable out there. That's all it takes to be a good football player--to know what you're doing. We tried to not look ahead to Miami before we played them," continued the Grace Hall junior, "and we're trying to not look back at that game now. I'm sure I'll go home and break out the tape after the season is over."

"Would there be a lot more to put on the highlight film for the 8-0 Irish by the time this season is over. Notre Dame jumped into the top spot in the AP college football poll yesterday following UCLA's loss last weekend.

"It's a great place (No. 1 to be)," smiled Terrell, "but we know that it really doesn't matter too much until the end of the season. Our job is to just keep winning, and the polls and bowls will take care of themselves.

"As far as being No. 1 during the season is concerned," continued Terrell, "in some ways it works against a team rather than working for it because it makes every game even more difficult. Everybody wants a piece of the so-called No. 1 team in the nation."

Terrell came to Notre Dame out of Lakewood High School in St. Petersburg, Fla., surrounded by the Florida football triumvirate of Florida State, Florida and Miami. After leaving the warmth of home to head for a chilly South Bend in mid-January, he, like many, was impressed with the people, not weather.

"It was cold and I was from Florida. I had been looking at those three schools," recalled Terrell. "I thought personally that I would get stuck in the state, but there's nothing wrong with that--they're all good programs. "But I came up here," continued Terrell, "and liked how everything between the academics and athletics combined. I know you hear that from so many people but you see it really true after visiting other schools. Reggie Ward and Timmy Brown were my hosts when I visited. I just found that the players here were more compatible with me rather than another place where I may have to change to fit in."

"As the starting split end for five games last season Terrell played alongside Brown but caught only two passes--for a total of 43 yards.

"I was the other receiver," said Terrell. "I would see a lot of passes going over my head. It was frustrating at first but when you have the best player in the nation on your team, you've got to get him the ball."

"The football is not the only thing going over Terrell's head that he notices--he is a self-proclaimed "aviation freak." "When I was a wide receiver, that was probably one of my problems," joked Terrell. "I dropped a lot of passes because the airport planes fly right over the practice field all the time and I probably looked at the planes instead of the ball."

"I like to fly," continued Terrell. "I go up in Cessna 172s with friends of my Dad over the summer. I don't have my license yet, though--I'm working on it."

The pilots license will have to wait for awhile though. Terrell is having enough high-flying fun of his own, denying opponents' aerial efforts for the top-ranked Irish.

When you start your career, there's nothing like initial success.

IBM INFORMATION DAY

Your future in technology could be in software development or engineering. If you're ready to start a successful career in one of these creative areas of information technology, come meet our representatives at an informal briefing, and find out more about our openings. Please bring 4 copies of your resume and, if available, your transcript.

Immediate openings for 1988/89 Graduates in Engineering, Computer Science (BS/MS)

IBM

Wednesday, November 9

November 9

La Fortune Student Center Notre Dame Room 12:00 noon - 5pm (Stop by anytime)

UNITED WAY DORM DRIVES

The dorm with the greatest percentage participation wins a VCR for the dorm.

Competition begins: October 31
ends: November 11

sponsored by: Student Government
SPORTS BRIEFS

A sportswriters meeting will be held Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the office of The Observer, in the third floor of LaFortune. Any questions should be directed to Marty Strassen at 239-5383. The Observer

Basketball season tickets will be distributed this week to only those students who applied earlier for tickets, continuing with juniors today. On Friday, those students who did not apply but still want tickets can wait in line for the 2,000 remaining season tickets. The Observer

The USF&G Flag Football Drive to Cure Paralysis is scheduled for Friday, Nov. 11 through Sunday, Nov. 13. The entry deadline is Monday, Nov. 7. Teams may register at NAC-Varsity. Call 239-6400 for more details. The Observer

WVFI-640AM will air "Speaking of Sports" tonight from 19 p.m. to 11 p.m. Join Greg Gufsey, Jamey Rappis and Vic Lombardi as they preview the upcoming NBA season. Calls are welcome at 239-6400. The Observer

The ND-SMC Equestrian Club had Kerry Sheedy win a first and second place and earn the title of high point rider at last Sunday's competition at Purdue. All members are reminded to attend the meeting tonight at 8:30 in room 222 of the Hesburgh Library. The Observer

The ND Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 6:30 in room 304 of O'Shaughnessy Hall. The club will travel to the University of Michigan this weekend for the Area 6 elimination for the prestigious Timme Angsten Memorial Regatta. The Observer

The ND-SMC Ski Team will hold a meeting at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday in room 127 of Nieuwland Science Hall. All those planning to try out for the team or planning to go to Steamboat must attend. Bring money from turtlenecks and the Fennamander of the Steamboat money ($300). Those who can not make it to the meeting should call Wooddy at 239-5423. The Observer

Rockne Memorial hours from fall break to spring break have the building open from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. from Monday to Thursday from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Friday and from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Recreational swimming hours are from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m., 12 noon to 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Monday to Friday. 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday and 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Sunday. Fr. Lange weight room hours are 3 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on Monday to Friday and 12 noon to 9 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The Observer

The ND Sailing Club traveled to the University of Toledo this past weekend to compete in a regatta held on Lake Erie. Pete Wall with crew Chris Blum placed fourth in Division A division, while Paige Cooper with crew Betsy Lewis placed third in Division B. The Observer

IrishOutdoor held a holding organizational meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Notre Dame room on the second floor of LaFortune. Plans for the spring semester will be discussed. Questions should be directed to Shawn Foley at 271-0758. The Observer

The Calgary Flames downed the Chicago Blackhawks 6-3 in National Hockey League action Monday. The Observer

Eric Dickerson rushed for 159 yards to go over 1,000 yards for the season, the third string six consecutive season and scored a career-high four touchdowns as the Indianapolis Colts stunned the Denver Broncos 55-23 in the first Monday Night Football game at the Hooiser Dome. Associated Press

Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday in The Observer office on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. The Observer

Lacrosse continued from page 16

near the top of the Hopkins restraining box, where he was quickly stuck by a Bluejay defender. As he was falling quickly, the ball was scooped by Capureau to an open Brian McHugh, who beat Hopkins goalie Ian Hobbs for the score. Freshman Mike Sullivan added the final goal for the Irish, who will continue lifting weights until January, when they will resume practicing for the spring season. The Irish will be competing for the NCAA West bid with Air Force, Ohio State and Michigan State, who lost 16-4 to Hopkins Sunday.

Zimmerman said his team's trip was done to improve lacrosse in the Midwest and to give the players a chance at another school with a rich sports tradition.

"We love to see lacrosse become established here in the Midwest because of its great schools," Zimmerman said. "And it was great to see the beautiful campus and tradition out here. I've always heard of the Golden Dome and seen football games on TV, but that football stadium was nothing like I imagined."
A T E ..nrme
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CAMPUS

8 a.m. Open meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House.

Bohn Kellig Institute Brown Bag Seminar "Social Movements and the Democratic Transition in Brazil," by Ruth Carolle, Room 111 Deica Faculty Hall.

3:30 p.m. Chemical Engineering Graduate Seminar "Effect of Natural Convection on the Spontaneous Ignition of a Coal Pile," by Prof. Vererni Balakotaiah, University of Houston, Room 356 Fitzpatrick Hall.

4 p.m. Institute for International Peace Studies presents "The Church & Change in El Salvador: A Refugee's Witness," by Dorothy Vazquez, Room 111 Law School.

7:30 p.m. Friends of the Library presentation on Eighteenth Century Book Illustration by Laura Fuderer and Mary Frisk, Rare Book Room, Hesburgh Library.

7:30 p.m. Sundi Patil concert, JACC, $9.50 and $11.50.

5 p.m. A presentation on the media department by Leo Buz- nett, University Club.

DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Fish Bunwich
Veal Parmesan
Roast Turkey
Broccoli Casserole

Saint Mary's
Sliced Ham
Linguine
Mushroom Omelette
Deli Bar

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 "Thy word is
unto my feet"
2 "Pretty girl. Sang
3 Baa, for one
4 Fan who played
Kerger
5 Sweater the pot
6 Sam — — . Rivera resort
7 "Herbert's" — — . in the Dark
8 Clock part
9 Last word at church
10 Warning to sailors
11 Orp
12 Mine finds
14 "So!... Out bob bobbing along again!"

DOWN
1 Not fully closed
2 Veranda of firms
3 Among
4 A loneliness for
5 Annoying
6 At out
7 "What's — for me?"
8 Collectors' items
9 Spartan slave
10 Iraq neighbor
11 Half-Pitch
12 Sign
13 Tear
14 Red Sea country
15 Big A events
16 Greek letter
18 "With a View" Forster
19 Image, when
20 Anem
21 Adhesive
22 "If I am Rich"
23 "Pride"
24 "Unseen partner"
25 "Ears"
26 Irishmen
27 "Reverent respect"
28 "Eco. today"
29 Pipe
30 "Pried a crate"
31 "_lhs"
32 "Hilary"
34 "Pupil to Pierre"
36 "Units of force"
37 Left, after taxes
38 "Hibernians"
39 "Angered"
40 "Pipe"
41 "Abound"
42 "Columbia or Missouri"
43 "Pupil to Pierre"
44 "Avocado's shape"
45 "It — a Rich Man"
46 "Angered"
47 "Eco. today"
48 "Abound"
49 "Zest"
50 "Unicorn fish"
51 "Baseball"
52 "Writs"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

CALM MAIDEN
ALTIE FROZEN LOAM
BILL OF SALE ANNO
AVENUE WANDER
CALE BERNN
CALMLY TOOTED
SHAPE RANK SWM
CRIST COUNTRY SHOP
THE HILTON ENTRANCE
REDUCE PENDING
REDUNDANT SCHOOL
ENGLISH LAMBS
LEMON SODA OURA

COMICS

Bloom County

Berke Breathed

Barber Breathed

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Fall Fun Week!
Tuesday
Second round of Win, Lose or Draw
4:30 - 5:00
Scavenger Hunt
4:00 - 5:00
Fieldhouse Mall
Movie: The Princess Bride
8:00 & 10:15

Sponsored by
STUDENT UNION BOARD
Notre Dame is ranked No. 1.

UCLA's loss puts Irish at top spot for first time since '81

Associated Press

For the first time since 1981, the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame are on top of the college football world.

And since Monday's Associated Press poll finds Southern California right behind Notre Dame, it sets up what would be the 34th meeting between No. 1 and No. 2 when they meet on Nov. 26 in the Los Angeles Coliseum.

But what can happen, however, Notre Dame, 8-0, must defeat Rice on Saturday and Penn State on Nov. 19 while Southern Cal, 7-0, has to beat California, Arizona State and UCLA, the former No. 1 team, which slipped to sixth in the wake of Southern Cal's 34-30 upset at the hands of Washington State.

Notre Dame, a 22-7 winner over Navy, received 44 of 58 first-place votes and 1,144 of a possible 1,160 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers and sportscasters. The Irish had been second behind UCLA the past two weeks.

Southern Cal, 8-0, could move into the No. 1 slot if it can defeat Rice on Saturday, giving the Trojans a major edge in the battle for the Pac-10 crown.

But the most striking fact of the week was a 5-1 triumph over No. 20 Boston University.

"One of the things I told our players before the game was that Hopkins takes advantage of your mistakes, and that's really why they had that kind of (scoring) balance," said Irish coach Kevin Corrigan.

Despite an inspired performance by Notre Dame's junior goalie Jeff Glazier, Hopkins used a controlled passing game and a stingy defense to dominate in all possession aspects of the game. The Bluejays won 23 of 29 faceoffs and cleared the ball out of their zone on all 23 attempts. Hopkins also led Notre Dame in ground-ball 46-36 and successfully converted 15 of Notre Dame's 33 clears.

"We took control of the tempo by controlling the ball and getting it up to the attack," said Hopkins coach John Danowski. "We took control of the tempo by controlling the ball and we really put pressure on their goalies.

"I feel like I only did half my job," added Glazier. "We took some shots that I thought were in, and they just didn't go in."

Glazier came up with 28 saves, the most in Irish history, but often faltered in clearing the ball.

"I think we may have put Hopkins on too high of a pedestal," said Corrigan. "They weren't throwing passes away-I threw at least eight or nine away- and that really hurt us."

"I feel like I only did half my job," continued Danowski. "I had a lot of saves but the other half of my job is controlling the ball and getting it up to the attack. Sometimes I just had trouble keeping the ball in my stick.

A young Irish midfield - comprised of five freshmen, three sophomores, and one junior - had problems as expected in controlling the ball for the Irish as they fell behind 13-1 at halftime. According to Corrigan, the Irish were unable to get the proper movement needed for good shots.

"Their defense is outstanding and they just didn't let us get the ball at all," Corrigan said. "We weren't able to get any offensive success to build on and when the ball did come down we couldn't get it settled with the attack.

One positive aspect for the Irish was the physical play of many players. Sophomore midfielder John Capano had several crowd-pleasing hits while sophomore defender Eamon "Clifford" McAnaney briefly knocked Hopkins All-American defender Pietramala out of the game.

Capano, who scored in the first quarter to give the Irish their first goal, started the second half in that position so what was possibly the biggest play in a frustrating game for the Irish. After weaving through several players, Capano was able to put the ball in the goal and beat the Bluejays goalie.

"If we don't do well, then we'll go home with no complaints," said Grace. "If we do well, then I think the selection committee has to give us a hard look. We don't still get the respect we feel we've earned.

"I think the selection committee has to give us a hard look. We don't still get the respect we feel we've earned.

The schedule has the final home match against Wisconsin-Green Bay on Nov. 10 (3 p.m. at, followed by the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Tournament at St. Louis this weekend. Notre Dame probably will be the third seed in the tournament, meaning that it will likely need both No. 4 Saint Louis (a 2-0 winner over No. 14 Akron) and No. 5 Evansville (a 1-0 winner over Indiana) to win the tournament.

Notre Dame returns to the No. 4 position in the week's Great Lakes region poll. Evansville is first, followed by Indiana and Akron.

Powerful Johns Hopkins buries ND lacrosse 22-3

By PETE LAFLEUR

Soccer team bounces back

Irish whip Penn St., Boston Univ. in Gatorade Classic

By PETE GEGEN

The Observer / Rob Regan

Randy Morris (4) and the Notre Dame soccer team got back into the NCAA tournament picture over the weekend with a pair of victories in the Florida International-Gatorade Classic. One of the victories was a 5-1 triumph over No. 20 Boston University.

The Associated Press indicated its agreement to Irish safety George Streeter's "We're number one" proclamation Monday. The Irish were ranked first in the latest AP poll, one spot ahead of future opponent Southern California.

The Second Ten consists of Arkansas, Oklahoma State, LSU, Michigan, South Carolina, Ole Miss, Kentucky, Alabama, Georgia and a tie for seventh between Brigham Young and Indiana.

"We were pleased with how we played," said Hopkins coach John Danowski. "We took control of the tempo by controlling the ball and getting it up to the attack. Sometimes I just had trouble keeping the ball in my stick.

"I feel like I only did half my job," added Glazier. "We took some shots that I thought were in, and they just didn't go in."

Glazier came up with 28 saves, the most in Irish history, but often faltered in clearing the ball.

"I think we may have put Hopkins on too high of a pedestal," said Corrigan. "They weren't throwing passes away-I threw at least eight or nine away- and that really hurt us."

"I feel like I only did half my job," continued Danowski. "I had a lot of saves but the other half of my job is controlling the ball and getting it up to the attack. Sometimes I just had trouble keeping the ball in my stick.

A young Irish midfield - comprised of five freshmen, three sophomores, and one junior - had problems as expected in controlling the ball for the Irish as they fell behind 13-1 at halftime. According to Corrigan, the Irish were unable to get the proper movement needed for good shots.

"Their defense is outstanding and they just didn't let us control the ball at all," Corrigan said. "We weren't able to get any offensive success to build on and when the ball did come down we couldn't get it settled with the attack.

One positive aspect for the Irish was the physical play of many players. Sophomore midfielder John Capano had several crowd-pleasing hits while sophomore defender Eamon "Clifford" McAnaney briefly knocked Hopkins All-American defender Pietramala out of the game.

Capano, who scored in the first quarter to give the Irish their first goal, started the second half in that position so what was possibly the biggest play in a frustrating game for the Irish. After weaving through several players, Capano was able to put the ball in the goal and beat the Bluejays goalie.

"If we don't do well, then we'll go home with no complaints," said Grace. "If we do well, then I think the selection committee has to give us a hard look. We don't still get the respect we feel we've earned.

"I think the selection committee has to give us a hard look. We don't still get the respect we feel we've earned.

The schedule has the final home match against Wisconsin-Green Bay on Nov. 10 (3 p.m. at, followed by the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Tournament at St. Louis this weekend. Notre Dame probably will be the third seed in the tournament, meaning that it will likely need both No. 4 Saint Louis (a 2-0 winner over No. 14 Akron) and No. 5 Evansville (a 1-0 winner over Indiana) to win the tournament.

Notre Dame returns to the No. 4 position in the week's Great Lakes region poll. Evansville is first, followed by Indiana and Akron.